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Practitioners and academics hypothesize that when there is high diversity in resource consumption patterns,
costing systems are more sensitive to errors. Given that firms’ resources to enhance costing accuracy are

typically constrained, it is argued that costing system refinement efforts should be focused on such cases, where
they are likely to be most effective. However, little guidance is available on how to identify those situations
where costing system refinement efforts (such as introducing an activity-based costing system) are likely to pay
off most in terms of increased accuracy. Further, to our knowledge, the existing guidance provided by this high
diversity rule of thumb has never been empirically tested. Using a simulation method, we address these issues
in this paper. Specifically, we model various aspects, and degrees, of diversity in the resource consumption
patterns to be reflected by the costing system and find that more diversity in resource consumption patterns
only leads to increased costing system sensitivity to errors for some of the aspects of diversity studied. We
also identify situations in which allocating costing system refinement resources to cases characterized by high
diversity in resource consumption patterns is detrimental to improved accuracy.
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1. Introduction
When a firm’s costing system does not reflect resource
consumption patterns with sufficient accuracy, man-
agerial decisions may result in wrong pricing poli-
cies, wrong product planning, and suboptimal profits.
It has long been accepted that costing systems in
general, and activity-based costing (ABC) in partic-
ular, provide accurate costs only under very specific
circumstances (Noreen 1991, Datar and Gupta 1994,
Christensen and Demski 1997). As a consequence,
costing systems are unlikely to be error free. Given
firms’ resources are typically constrained and accoun-
tants face increasing demand for their services (e.g.,
due to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002), time and
resources used to enhance costing accuracy should be
allocated where they can be expected to be most effec-
tive. However, little academic guidance is available
on how to (1) assess the quality of costing systems,
(2) improve costing systems’ robustness to unwanted
errors, and (3) identify situations where costing sys-
tem refinement efforts (such as introducing an ABC
system intended to better reflect causal relationships)
are likely to pay off most in terms of increased accu-
racy. This paper seeks to address these issues.

Gupta (1993) and Hwang et al. (1993) hypothesize
that more diversity1 in resource consumption pat-
terns may lead to increased costing system sensitivity
to unwanted errors.2 Practitioners and management
accounting textbooks propose the high diversity rule
of thumb, which suggests that efforts to refine costing
systems should focus on those cases characterized by
high diversity in resource consumption patterns (e.g.,
Cooper 1988, Estrin et al. 1994, Cooper and Kaplan
1998a, Horngren et al. 2005). To our knowledge, how-
ever, the performance of this rule of thumb has never
been empirically tested. Interestingly, Gupta (1993)
notes that diversity in resource consumption patterns

1 Gupta (1993) and Hwang et al. (1993) use the term “heterogene-
ity,” which is defined as “diversity or dissimilarity of variable val-
ues or characteristics under consideration” (Gupta 1993, p. 181).
2 Christensen and Demski (1997) also stress the complex nature of
interactions between production technology and costing procedure.
Gupta (1993) and Hwang et al. (1993) have studied this issue at the
“product” and “all products at one cost pool” level, respectively,
whereas we take the view of the whole costing system, and there-
fore extend our measurement to all products costed by the costing
system. Christensen and Demski (1997) also consider the product
portfolio as a whole, but focus on where in the product portfolio
large or small errors occur.
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not only adds to costing error, but can also con-
tribute to reductions in costing error through offset-
ting effects: the existence of such offsetting effects
in cost allocation systems makes it impossible to
formally demonstrate simple propositions such as
diversity in resource consumption patterns leads to
more errors in product costs.
To study the effects of diversity in resource con-

sumption patterns on a costing system’s robust-
ness to errors, we therefore resort to simulation
methods. Although not common (Balakrishnan and
Sivaramakrishnan 2002), some management account-
ing papers use simulation.3 In a paper most closely
related to the current work, Labro and Vanhoucke
(2007) simulate a large variety of true costing systems
to cover the range of potential true cost benchmarks,
and then for each true costing system they simu-
late a large set of false costing system approxima-
tions where they vary aggregation, specification, and
measurement errors in a controlled way. They present
results on the interactions among these errors, test-
ing for the generalizability of the potential for offset-
ting effects among errors as identified by Datar and
Gupta (1994). Taking into account the observation of
Gupta (1993), we build upon Labro and Vanhoucke
(2007) and study the potential for offsetting effects
between costing errors and different aspects of diver-
sity in resource consumption patterns to be reflected
by the costing system designs. Thus, whereas Labro
and Vanhoucke (2007) randomly simulate the under-
lying diversity in resource consumption patterns and
present results on the interactions among errors across
a range of diversity patterns, this paper separates out
distinct diversity categories and studies their effects
on costing accuracy.
Diversity in resource consumption patterns to be

reflected by costing system design is multifaceted:
it can relate to (1) differences in how resources
are shared among activities and products across the
whole of the costing system, (2) differences in propor-
tional resource usage by activities and products at a
particular cost pool, and (3) differences in the dollar
size of different cost pools. We develop a distribu-
tion measure to vary these aspects of diversity in a
controlled way. This approach allows us to shed light
on the interaction between costing errors and distinct
aspects of diversity in the resource consumption pat-
terns, and speak to whether our results generalize or
only hold for a subset of costing systems. We find that
the intuition that more diversity in resource consump-
tion patterns leads to increased sensitivity to errors
holds for only some aspects of diversity.

3 For example, Balachandran et al. (1997), Balakrishnan and
Sivaramakrishnan (2001), Banker and Hansen (2002), Christensen
and Demski (1997), Leitch et al. (2005), Labro and Vanhoucke
(2007).

In conducting our analysis, we explore parameters
that affect the design of effective costing systems, as
called for by, among others, Datar and Gupta (1994)
and Balakrishnan and Sivaramakrishnan (2002). We
develop ex ante indicators to assess whether a cost-
ing system exhibits characteristics that are likely to
make it more robust or sensitive to errors. Using these
indicators, the decision maker can take into account a
costing system’s degree of robustness to errors when
using costing information, and if needed, can take
accuracy-enhancing actions. Two options are avail-
able. First, the decision maker can improve a cost-
ing system’s robustness to aggregation, specification,
and measurement errors by working on the indica-
tors.4 Alternatively, he can invest resources in reduc-
ing aggregation and specification error (e.g., by the
introduction of an ABC system) or measurement error
(e.g., by the introduction of a more precise measure-
ment system) and allocate these resources to those
cases where the likely payoff in terms of enhanced
accuracy is highest.
Importantly, we identify situations in which follow-

ing the high diversity rule of thumb (e.g., Cooper
1988, Estrin et al. 1994, Cooper and Kaplan 1998a,
Horngren et al. 2005) is and is not appropriate.
When the rule is not appropriate, focusing costing
system refinement efforts on cases characterized by
high diversity in resource consumption patterns is
detrimental to accuracy, because scarce resources will
be allocated where they are not most effective in
reducing overall error. We identify cases where less
diverse resource consumption patterns benefit more
from reductions in certain errors, suggesting a “low
diversity rule” holds. Further, we find that the impact
of some errors is nonmonotonic in the degree of diver-
sity in the sharing of resources across the whole of
the costing system, in which case a less diverse sys-
tem can benefit more from a reduction in errors than
a more diverse system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 develops our model of the various aspects
of diversity in resource consumption patterns to be
reflected by the costing system design. Building on
Datar and Gupta (1994), in §3 we discuss the vari-
ous errors in the design of costing systems that we
study in this paper. Section 4 explains our simulation
method, and §5 presents our results for indicators that
allow decision makers to assess and improve costing
systems’ robustness to errors. Section 6 highlights in
which cases investment of resources in costing sys-
tem refinements is likely to pay off most and tests the
performance of the high diversity rule of thumb in
identifying these cases. Finally, in §7 we conclude.

4 These three types of errors will be defined in §3.
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2. Modeling Diversity in Resource
Consumption Patterns

To capture the multifaceted nature of diversity in
resource consumption patterns to be reflected by a
costing system design, we model parameters that
relate to (1) differences in how resources are shared
among activities and products across the whole of
the costing system, (2) differences in proportional
resource usage by activities and products at one par-
ticular cost pool, and (3) differences in the dollar size
of different cost pools. Previous literature typically
focuses on the second stage of the allocation mech-
anism, (e.g., Noreen 1991,5 Datar and Gupta 1994,
Babad and Balachandran 1993). In contrast, we follow
Labro and Vanhoucke (2007) by modeling a two-
staged allocation process, because they identify poten-
tially offsetting effects between the two stages of the
cost allocation system. The basic setup of a two-staged
costing system consists of a number of resource cost
pools (RCP) from which resources are allocated to a
number of activity cost pools (ACP), and in turn to
the cost objects (CO) or products. Figure 1 depicts the
diversity indicators modeled and introduces the nota-
tion used.6

To model diversity in the way in which resources are
shared among activities and products across the whole of
the costing system, we introduce two parameters. First,
as suggested by Gupta (1993), we introduce the num-
ber of activity drivers (AD). The lower the number of
AD links, the more diverse is the resource usage of
products across activities, because each activity only
serves a few cost objects. Or, as Gupta (1993, foot-
note 14) states: The fewer activities a product uses,
the more heterogeneous it will be in its resource usage
across activities. The higher the number of activity
driver links, on the other hand, the lower is the diver-
sity in the use of activities by cost objects, because
many cost objects will use many activities. AD reaches
its maximum when each activity cost pool is needed
for each cost object (ADmax = ACP ∗ CO), and it
reaches its minimum when there is a one-to-one rela-
tionship between activity cost pools and cost objects
(ADmin =max(ACP, CO)). The latter is equivalent to
a SHARE-value of zero as defined by Balachandran
et al. (1997) when there is no resource sharing among
products. The number of resource drivers (RD) mod-
els the equivalent parameter in the first stage of the
costing system.
Note that a large number of activity drivers is not

sufficient to guarantee low diversity in the sharing of
resources in the costing system; the activity drivers

5 Noreen (1991) assumes a one-to-one relationship between RCP
and ACP.
6 Because results in Labro and Vanhoucke (2007) suggest that diver-
sity in the dollar size of the cost objects leads to increased sensitiv-
ity to errors, we do not consider that aspect here.

Figure 1 Modeling Diversity in Resource Consumption Patterns in
Costing Systems
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         activity drivers at each activity
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a.  Number of resource cost pools (RCP)
b.  Distribution of total resources (TR)
         over the resource cost pools (TRD)

Notes. Situations with equal-sized resource cost pools (low TRD), many
activity driver links (high AD), an equal spread of activity drivers over activity
cost pools (low AOD), all products consuming an activity cost pool in equal
proportions (low APD), and their equivalents in stage I exhibit less diverse
resource consumption patterns, whereas high TRD, low AD, high AOD, high
APD, and their equivalents in stage I result in more diverse resource con-
sumption patterns to be reflected by the costing system design.

must also be distributed evenly over all activity cost
pools. Our second parameter captures the variance in
the distribution of the number of outgoing activity
drivers over the activity cost pools (AOD). The lower
AOD, the smaller is the diversity in the resource shar-
ing in the costing system because the activity drivers
will be spread more evenly over the activity cost
pools. For example, in a costing system with 10 activ-
ity cost pools and 50 activity driver links, AOD is at
its lowest when each activity cost pool has 5 outgoing
activity drivers. This even spread of activity drivers
over the activity cost pools will contribute toward
low diversity in resource sharing. On the other hand,
AOD is at its highest when 9 of the activity cost
pools each have 1 outgoing activity driver and the
remaining (10th) cost pool has the 41 others. Such a
high AOD will contribute toward high diversity in
resource sharing. ROD parameterizes the variance in
the distribution of the number of outgoing resource
drivers over the resource cost pools in the first stage.
Next, we follow Hwang et al. (1993) and Gupta

(1993) and additionally model diversity in proportional
resource usage by activities and products at the level of the
individual cost pools. We capture this aspect of diver-
sity by the variance in the distribution of the per-
centage of activity costs allocated per outgoing set
of activity drivers at each activity cost pool (APD).7

7 Hwang et al. (1993) measure diversity in the underlying produc-
tion technology by the magnitude of the differences in input ratios
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If APD is zero, all the products consume a given activ-
ity in equal proportions; for example, when an activ-
ity is used by four products, all products use 25%
of the activity. When APD approaches one, the prod-
ucts exhibit very high diversity in resource consump-
tion, with some products using a lot of the activity,
whereas others use the activity very infrequently; for
example, one of the four products uses 97% of the
activity, whereas the other three use only 1% each.
RPD parameterizes the equivalent construct in the
first stage, namely, the variance in the distribution of
the percentage of the resource allocated per outgoing
set of resource drivers at each resource cost pool.
To model our third diversity aspect of interest,

diversity in the size of the cost pools, we introduce the
variance in the distribution of total resources (TR)
over the resource cost pools (TRD) in Stage I. If TRD
is zero, all resource cost pools are of equal dollar
size, that is, diversity in resource consumption pat-
terns is low because all resource types are of equal
monetary importance. However, if TRD is high, we
have a system with many small resource cost pools
(in dollar terms) and a few very large cost pools. In
this case, diversity in resource consumption patterns
is high because the monetary importance of the vari-
ous resource types exhibits large differences.
To summarize thus far, situations with equal-sized

resource cost pools (low TRD), many activity driver
links (high AD), an equal spread of activity drivers
over activity cost pools (low AOD), products consum-
ing an activity cost pool in equal proportions (low
APD), and their first-stage equivalents exhibit less
diverse resource consumption patterns, whereas high
TRD, low AD, high AOD, high APD, and their first-
stage equivalents result in more diverse resource con-
sumption patterns.8 Figures depicting various settings
of these parameters (including the two extreme cases
of ultralow and ultrahigh diversity) are available from
the corresponding author upon request.
Finally, we define a general distribution measure to

model, and vary, variance in the diversity indicators
above in a controlled way. This measure captures the
deviation from the mean for the parameter under con-
sideration. To illustrate, we return to our earlier exam-
ple on the measure of the spread of activity drivers

at cost pools: How does the consumption by product j at cost pool i
relate to the average consumption at cost pool i by all products?
Gupta (1993) also uses a measure based on the difference between
the proportional resource usage of a product across activities and
the average proportional resource usage by that product to measure
intraproduct diversity.
8 When TRD = 0, RD = RDmax, ROD = 0, RPD = 0, AD = ADmax,
AOD = 0, and APD = 0, we have the lowest possible diversity in
the resource consumption patterns because all activities consume
all resources, all products consume all activities, and consump-
tion obtains in equal proportions. The SHARE-metric as defined by
Balachandran et al. (1997) is equal to one in this case.

over activity cost pools, AOD, in a costing system
with 10 cost pools and 50 activity drivers. The mean
number of activity drivers per cost pool is 50/10= 5.
When the distribution measure is set to zero, no devi-
ation from this mean is allowed, and every activity
cost pool will be simulated with 5 outgoing activity
drivers. At the other extreme, when AOD is set to
its maximum, the deviation from the mean number
of activity drivers per cost pool is ensured to be as
high as possible by letting 9 of the cost pools have the
minimum of one cost driver each and allocating the
41 remaining cost drivers to the 10th cost pool. We
simulate 10 different settings that lie between these
two extremes: Online Appendix A (provided in the
e-companion)9 explains in detail the intuition behind
the formula of the distribution measure and shows
how it is applied to model each of the costing system
diversity indicators.

3. Aggregation, Specification, and
Measurement Errors in
Costing Systems

Datar and Gupta (1994) classify costing errors as
aggregation, specification, or measurement errors.10

We use their definitions as modified by Labro and
Vanhoucke (2007) to reflect the two-staged nature of
the costing allocation, as summarized in Figure 2.
Aggregation error can occur at two different places in

the costing system. First, as typically defined in prior
studies (e.g., Noreen 1991, Babad and Balachandran
1993, Datar and Gupta 1994), aggregation error can
occur on the activity cost pool (AE-ACP) level, which
is the link between the first and second stages of the
costing system. For example, heterogeneous activities
such as an expensive engineering setup and a cheap
laborer setup are pooled incorrectly in one activity
cost pool when only one setup activity is defined.
Second, as Labro and Vanhoucke (2007) acknowledge,
aggregation error can also occur at the first stage of
the costing system. Such errors arise when heteroge-
neous resources are aggregated in the same resource
cost pool (AE-RCP), for example, when rent and super-
vision costs are pooled into “administration costs.”
Measurement error can occur at three different places

in the costing system. First, a particular resource cost
pool might be over- or undercharged (ME-RCP). For
example, when the cost of a marketing campaign is
accidentally charged to the administrative expenses

9 An electronic companion to this paper is available as part of
the online version that can be found at http://mansci.journal.
informs.org/.
10 As a caveat, note that we do not consider other issues that could
result in errors in product cost, such as jointness or nonlinearity
(Noreen 1991).
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Figure 2 Errors in Costing System Design
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Source. Labro and Vanhoucke (2007). Copyright: American Accounting Association.
aME-RCP is modeled by two parameters. ME1-RCP models the number of resource cost pools subject to measurement error, whereas ME2-RCP models

the size of the measurement error on these resource cost pools.
bEmpirically, specification error on the driver collapses with measurement error on the driver as both result in an incorrect percentage of the resource being

allocated to the activity (in a first-stage example) (Labro and Vanhoucke 2007). We therefore use only one construct to model both in our simulation design.

resource cost pool, the latter resource cost pool will
be overcharged and the marketing expenses resource-
cost pool will be undercharged. Second, there can be
measurement error on the resource driver (ME-RD),
where an inaccurate number of allocation base is
employed in the allocation of resource costs to activi-
ties. Such errors arise, for example, when an adminis-
trative assistant erroneously estimates the time spent
on handling invoices, and this estimate is used to
allocate the administrative salaries among activities.
Third, measurement error can arise at the level of
activity drivers (ME-AD) when, for example, the cost
object is estimated to consume 10 incoming inspec-
tions, whereas it actually consumes only 8.
Specification error relates to the selection of the

wrong cost-driver unit, such as volume-based drivers
rather than transaction-based drivers. As in Babad
and Balachandran (1993, p. 565) and Labro and
Vanhoucke (2007), our analysis uses the relative,
rather than absolute, frequency (or volume of use) of
a cost driver associated with a cost object or process.
Therefore, specification error as defined in Datar and
Gupta (1994) coincides with measurement error on
the cost driver as defined here, because both result
in a wrong percentage of the resource cost being
allocated to the activity (in a first-stage example).
We therefore use only one construct to model both

specification error and measurement error on the cost
driver.11

4. Simulation Experiments
Using the Visual C++ version 6.0 under Windows
XP, we simulate a wide variety of true costing sys-
tems in order to cover the range of potential true cost
benchmarks, where we vary in a controlled way the
diversity indicator under study. For each of these true
costing systems, we simulate, in turn, a wide vari-
ety of (false) costing system approximations, whereby
we vary the aggregation, specification, or measure-
ment error that could have been introduced when
the system was developed. We run simulations of all
error–diversity indicator combinations in a controlled
experimental design.12 The errors are simulated using
10 settings of a disturbance factor (df ) that represents
the magnitude of the deviation from the true costing

11 Of course, it remains important to continue differentiating
between specification error and measurement error on the driver
because both have different causes in a case-based setting (wrong
drivers versus a measurement problem with units of allocation
bases, respectively) and therefore require different treatment.
12 Computational restrictions (both in terms of CPU time required
to run the simulations as well as the data analysis capability of
the statistical software) and interpretational restrictions prohibit us
from varying more factors at the same time.
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system by the introduction of aggregation, specifica-
tion, or measurement error. df ranges between 0%
and 90% in increments of 10%. Errors not under study
are set to 0% to exclude confounding effects.
The diversity indicators are simulated using 11 set-

tings of the general distribution measure as described
in §2 and Online Appendix A, ranging from 0%
to 100% in increments of 10%. To get stable sim-
ulations, we run 15 and 40 simulation runs for
each error and diversity indicator setting, respec-
tively. For example, when simulating the data to
study the combined effect of diversity indicator RPD
and error AE-RCP, we use 11 settings for RPD
(� = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and
1) and 10 for AE-RCP (df = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,
0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9). For RPD = 0�1, we simu-
late 15 costing systems with AE-RCP = 0�1, 15 with
AE-RCP= 0�2, and so on. This results in 15× 10= 150
“false” costing systems (i.e., costing systems in which
error is introduced) for one true costing system with
an RPD of 0.1. We simulate 40 true costing systems
that have this value of RPD = 0�1. This results in
40×150= 6�000 observations for costing systems that
combine an RPD of 0.1 with some level of AE-RCP.
We repeat this procedure for all other settings of RPD,
resulting in a total of 11×6�000= 66�000 observations.
The diversity indicators that are not studied in a

particular effect are set to their average value of 50%.
We recognize that there may be higher-order inter-
action effects between the diversity indicator under
study and the settings chosen for all other diver-
sity indicators, but computational restrictions prevent
us from studying more than one diversity indicator
(together with one error) at a time. As explained in
Online Appendix B (provided in the e-companion),
we therefore run two robustness checks for the
level of diversity in the other diversity indicators.
A “less diverse design” has values for the unvaried
diversity indicators that tend toward less diversity
in resource consumption patterns, whereas a “more
diverse design” has values tending toward more
diversity. This results in 66�000×3= 198�000 observa-
tions for one particular effect. Accordingly, the results
in this paper are based on over 7,000,000 observed
data points. In general, we find qualitatively similar
results for these robustness checks; the few exceptions
are reported in footnotes to the paper.

4.1. Measuring the Overall Error in the
Costing System

The introduction of aggregation, specification, or mea-
surement errors in the design of the costing sys-
tem will result in inaccurate costing of cost objects.
Following Babad and Balachandran (1993), Hwang
et al. (1993), Homburg (2001), and Labro and Van-
houcke (2007), we use the square root of a symmet-
ric quadratic error measure, EUCD, as a measure of

the costing system’s overall error, which we compute
for each simulated data point. This dependent vari-
able is defined as follows (in dollar terms):

EUCD=
√√√√CO∑

k=1
	tck − fck�

2�

where k indexes the number of cost objects
	1� � � � �CO�, tck gives the true cost accruing to cost
object k in the true benchmark scenario, and fck is the
(false) cost allocated to cost object k by the costing
system approximation.
This measure is symmetric and, given we keep total

resources TR constant (at one million) across all simu-
lations, captures the magnitude of the resulting over-
all error in the costing system.
The desired accuracy target and the relevant mea-

sure of accuracy necessarily depend on the context
faced by the firm, the objective for which costing
figures are provided (e.g., product costing, pricing,
product line decisions, capacity planning, capacity
allocation, control, performance measurement, bench-
marking, and project selection), and the capability
of human decision makers to work with error-prone
data. More accuracy may not always be needed or
desired (e.g., Merchant and Shields 1993, Banker and
Potter 1993, Alles and Datar 1998, Callahan and
Gabriel 1998, Kanodia et al. 2005), and various mea-
sures of accuracy may be relevant in a variety of
contexts. Online Appendix B reports on our robust-
ness checks for several other costing accuracy mea-
sures (such as a percent error metric and a metric that
counts the number of cost objects that are not mate-
rially miscosted) that may be relevant in a variety
of contexts in which the costing figures can be used.
Again, we find qualitatively similar results for these
robustness checks.

4.2. Data Analysis Methodology
For each set of simulated data, we perform ANOVA
analyses and report R2 and F -values. Given our large
sample sizes (typically 66,000 observations per data
set that looks at the effect of an error and a diversity
indicator), all the reported effects are significant at the
1% level.13 Therefore, we also report partial �2 values
that provide a better picture of effect size because they
reflect the proportion of total variability attributable
to a factor.
We graphically show marginal estimated means

plots wherein the x-axis shows the diversity indicator
under study (ranging from low to high diversity), the
y-axis measures EUCD (with higher values meaning

13 Hence, we do not report significance levels or t-values for the
separate effects in the tables.
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lower accuracy) and the lines in different fonts rep-
resent various sizes of the error under study. Further,
we run regressions of the form

EUCD = a+ b	X1 − �X1�+ c	X2 − �X2�

+ d	X1 − �X1�	X2 − �X2�+u�

where X1 is the error and X2 the diversity indicator
under study. These independent variables in the
regressions are centered on their respective means to
remove multicollinearity and to scale the interac-
tion effect (Aiken and West 1993).14 We report the
standardized coefficients (again, all significant at the
1% level) and R2s. Running the regressions allows us
to sign the main effects and the interaction effects. For
those data sets where the sign of the effects changes
for different parameter values, we additionally per-
form split-sample analyses.

5. Assessing and Improving Costing
Systems’ Robustness to Errors

We capture the multifaceted nature of diversity in
the resource consumption patterns to be reflected in
the costing system design by the diversity indicators
developed in §2. Studying the interaction between
these indicators and the aggregation, specification,
and measurement errors that can arise in the devel-
opment of a costing system allows us to (1) assess
how robust costing systems are to specific errors and
(2) improve costing systems’ robustness by varying
these diversity indicators.

5.1. Diversity in the Size of the Resource
Cost Pools

Our results suggest that costing systems with resource
cost pools that are very similar (different) in size are
likely to be more (less) robust to errors, which is in
line with both the commonly held intuition that high
diversity creates a need for improved costing sys-
tems and the Willie Sutton rule (Cooper and Kaplan
1998b).15 This finding also means that when a firm
operates a costing system with very differently sized
resource cost pools, it can improve its robustness to
errors by redefining the cost pools so that they exhibit
less size variance. Note, however, that the firm’s abil-
ity to improve robustness along this dimension is

14 Because X1 and X2 are simulated to be uncorrelated, the mean
of the cross-product term of their z-scores will also be zero and
therefore itself be standardized. As a result, the regression analysis
used here is appropriate (Friedrich 1982).
15 This rule says to look for large expenses in indirect and support
resources. Indeed, situations in which there are some very large
resource cost pools (in dollar volume) are likely to exhibit a high
TRD. Refining theses costing systems by disaggregating the very
large resource cost pools reduce TRD and spread resources more
evenly over resource cost pools.

restricted by the underlying production technology
that the costing system is meant to reflect; as a conse-
quence, there will be contextual limits to the level of
robustness that can be achieved.
Table 116 summarizes these results for the inter-

action between the variance in the distribution of
resources over resource cost pools (TRD) and mea-
surement/specification error on the resource drivers
(ME-RD). This table is representative of our (untab-
ulated) results for all other combinations of the TRD
diversity indicator and the other types of measure-
ment and aggregation error, which allows us to gen-
eralize our results on this specific diversity indicator.
The partial �2 and the positive regression coefficient �
on the effect of TRD on EUCD in panel A suggest
that TRD has a strong positive main effect: increas-
ing diversity in the size of the resource cost pools
(increasing TRD) reduces overall accuracy (as mea-
sured by increases in the dependent variable EUCD
on the y-axis). Further, the plot in panel B pictures
that moving from a high value of TRD (at a con-
stant level of the error studied, ME-RD) toward a
lower value reduces the impact of that error. There
is also a positive interaction effect between ME-RD
and TRD, as shown by the positive sign on the stan-
dardized regression coefficient, in that higher values
of ME-RD and TRD interact to increase overall error
even more.17 The plot in panel B also pictures how
a reduction in ME-RD (for example, due to installing
a better measurement system) has more impact in an
environment where TRD is high rather than low.
Based upon the above, the decision maker can

(1) calculate the value of TRD for the existing cost-
ing system,18 (2) evaluate the robustness of his sys-
tem to errors using marginal estimated means plots
of the effect of TRD and errors (such as that pro-
vided in Table 1 for ME-RD), and (3) take appropriate
action. Three alternative actions are available. First,
the decision maker can decide that costing figures
are sufficiently robust to errors for their particular
use that no improvement in the costing system is

16 Tables that include graphs are available with color plots on the
corresponding author’s website (http://personal.lse.ac.uk/labroe/).
17 Untabulated results show an exception for an overall error metric
that measures the number of cost objects that are accurately costed
(allowing for a 10% symmetrical error) (ACC = 	1/CO�

∑CO
k=1�1 �

0�95 ∗ tck < fck < 1�05 ∗ tck�0otherwise�). In this case, accuracy
improves again when moving to very high levels of TRD 	>=80%).
Intuitively, when TRD is very high, the probability that the mea-
surement error is introduced on resource drivers that allocate
resources from a very small resource cost pool is very high. This
will lead to many small errors on cost objects that are not picked up
in ACC, which allows for a 10% error before it counts cost objects
as materially miscosted.
18 An example is available from the corresponding author on
request.
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Table 1 Analysis of the Distribution of Resources over Resource Cost
Pools—Measurement Error on the Resource Driver Effects

Activity cost pools
ACP

Resource drivers
ME-RD: Measurement or specification
error on resource drivers

TRD: Distribution of resources
over resource cost pools

Resource cost pools
RCP

Cost objects
CO

Activity drivers

Panel A� Analysis of the EUCD error measure

Standardized
Source of Partial regressiona

variation F �2 coefficient �

TRD 1,680 0.203 0.329
ME-RD 1,947 0.210 0.397
TRD ∗ME-RD 92 0.112 0.210
R-squared 0.393 0.310

Panel B� Marginal estimated means plot of EUCD
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Notes. EUCD: square root of mean squared error; TRD: variance in the distri-
bution of resources over resource cost pools; ME-RD: measurement error on
resource drivers. As explained in §3, measurement error on the cost driver in
this empirical setting can also be interpreted as specification error. All effects
reported are significant at the 1% level.

aThe independent variables in the regression are mean-centered to remove
multicollinearity and to scale the interaction term.

needed. Second, he can seek to improve the robust-
ness of the costing system by achieving a more equal
spread of resources over resource cost pools (lower
TRD). Third, he can invest resources in reducing error
in the costing system by, for this example, introduc-
ing a better measurement system (lower ME-RD).
The marginal estimated means plots also allow for
an assessment of how much benefit there is to gain
in terms of increased accuracy (as measured by a
decrease in EUCD) from such refinement efforts. This
benefit can then be weighed against the cost of the
system improvement. In §6 we discuss where such
costing system refinements are likely to pay off most
in terms of enhanced accuracy.

5.2. Diversity in Proportional Resource
Consumption at Each Cost Pool

Again, in line with commonly held intuition, our
results suggest that costing systems with low vari-
ance in cost pools’ proportional resource consumption
are more robust to errors, whereas costing systems
with high variance in the proportional usage of cost
pools by activities and cost objects are very sensitive
to errors. Table 2 presents this result for the inter-
action of the variance in the distribution of percent-
ages allocated by activity drivers at activity cost pools
(APD) and measurement error on the activity drivers
(ME-AD). Reducing APD improves overall accuracy.
This table is representative of our results for all other
combinations of APD and the other types of mea-
surement and aggregation error, and of the equivalent
diversity indicator in the first stage of the costing sys-
tem (RPD).

5.3. Diversity in Resource Sharing Across
the Whole Costing System

So far, our results support the intuition that decreas-
ing diversity in resource consumption patterns results
in increased costing system robustness to errors:
reducing diversity in the size of the resource cost
pools and reducing diversity in proportional resource
consumption at each cost pool lead to enhanced accu-
racy. In contrast, the results in this section indicate
that decreasing diversity in resource sharing across
the whole costing system (arguably the most impor-
tant aspect of diversity in resource consumption pat-
terns) does not necessarily go hand-in-hand with
increased robustness to errors. Diversity in resource
consumption patterns can also reduce costing error
(Gupta 1993). Our results suggest that whether diver-
sity in resource consumption across the whole cost-
ing system actually increases accuracy depends on the
type of error the costing system is subject to and on
the particular aspect of diversity in resource sharing
across the whole costing system considered. As we
explain in §2, we model this type of diversity with
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Table 2 Analysis of the Distribution of Percentages of Activity
Cost Allocated by Activity Drivers at the Activity Cost
Pools—Measurement/Specification Error on the Activity
Driver Effects

Resource cost pools
RCP

Resource drivers

Activity drivers

ME-AD: Measurement or specification
error on activity drivers

Activity cost pools
ACP

Cost objects
CO

APD: Distribution of percentages of
activity cost allocated by activity
drivers at activity cost pools

Panel A� Analysis of the EUCD error measure

Standardized
Source of Partial regressiona

variation F �2 coefficient �

APD 3�284 0�333 0�230
ME-AD 41�374 0�850 0�857
APD ∗ME-AD 81 0�099 0�105
R-squared 0.862 0�798

Panel B� Marginal estimated means plot of EUCD
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Notes. EUCD: square root of mean squared error; APD: variance in the
distribution of percentages allocated by activity drivers at activity cost
pools; ME-AD: measurement/specification error on activity drivers. All effects
reported are significant at the 1% level.

aThe independent variables in the regression are mean-centered to remove
multicollinearity and to scale the interaction term.

two parameters: the number of cost-driver links and
the variance in the distribution of cost-driver links
over the cost pools.

5.3.1. Robustness to Measurement Error or Spec-
ification Error on the Cost Drivers. Effect of the Num-
ber of Cost-Driver Links. First we look at costing
systems’ robustness or sensitivity to measurement or
specification error on the (resource or activity) drivers
(ME-RD or ME-AD). Costing systems with a high
number of cost drivers are more likely to exhibit a low
level of diversity in resource consumption patterns,
because many resources will be used by many activ-
ities in Stage I and many cost objects will use many
activities in Stage II. Cooper (1989, p. 35) asserts that
as the number of cost drivers used increases, the accu-
racy of reported costs rises. However, the overall pic-
ture that emerges from Table 3 is that greater diversity
in resource sharing across the whole costing system
in terms of a reduction in the number of cost-driver
links is associated with lower overall error when there
is measurement or specification error on the cost drivers
(ME-AD). Generally, the fewer the number of driver
links in the costing system, the lower the impact of
such percentage error on these links will be. Untabu-
lated results for this effect in the first stage are similar.
Thus, increasing the number of cost drivers is not the
panacea it sometimes is portrayed to be (e.g., Cooper
1989), especially when the cost drivers are badly spec-
ified or their units are inaccurately measured.
In the marginal estimated means plot we see that

at the minimum number of activity drivers (ADmin =
max(ACP, CO), i.e., AD= 0), which reflects the most
diverse setting, the impact of measurement error on
these drivers is low, because there are only a few
driver links in the system. In such a system, mea-
suring the driver with error does not have much
impact, because there is virtually a one-to-one map-
ping between cost pools and cost objects. Indeed, in
the limit, there is no impact of this percentage error
for those cost pools and cost objects that exhibit a
one-to-one mapping. Moving toward the left on the
x-axis in the plot by adding drivers initially results
in an increased impact of measurement and specifica-
tion error on these few drivers, because the increased
error is not outweighed by the effect that decreased
diversity in resource consumption patterns has in cre-
ating more potential for offsetting errors in a system
with more driver links. Subsequently, over the range
of %AD ∈ �0�2�0�4�, the offsetting effect of decreased
diversity dominates and overall error decreases. The
impact of measurement error then dominates again
until we reach very high levels of AD (where nearly
every activity cost pool provides resources for nearly
every cost object), when the probability that the allo-
cation process will cancel out any measurement or
specification error on the drivers is large. The subsam-
ple correlation analyses in panel C reflect that the sign
of the AD effect changes between positive and nega-
tive as one moves across the various ranges of AD.
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Table 3 Analysis of the Number of Activity Drivers—Measurement/
Specification Error on the Activity Driver Effects

Resource cost pools
RCP

Resource drivers

Activity drivers

ME-AD: Measurement or specification
error on activity drivers

Activity cost pools
ACP

Cost objects
CO

AD: Number of activity driver links

Panel A� Analysis of the EUCD error measure

Standardized regressiona

Source of variation F Partial �2 coefficient �

AD 11�874 0�643 0�347
ME-AD 44�002 0�857 0�787
AD ∗ME-AD 317 0�302 0�171

0.892 0�769
R-squared 11�874 0�643 0�347

Panel B� Marginal estimated means plot of EUCD
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Panel C� Correlation analysis for the split samples

Subsample Subsample
Pearsonb with AD≥ 80 with AD ≥ 80 Subsample Subsample Subsample
correlation of and and with with with
EUCD with ME-AD ≤ 40 ME-AD ≥ 50 40 ≤ AD ≤ 80 20 ≤ AD ≤ 40 AD≤ 20

AD −0�017∗ −0�089 0�184 −0�086 0�582
ME-AD 0�897 0�638 0�892 0�893 0�624

Notes. EUCD: square root of mean squared error; APD: variance in the
distribution of percentages allocated by activity drivers at activity cost
pools; ME-AD: measurement/specification error on activity drivers. All effects
reported are significant at the 1% level.

aThe independent variables in the regression are mean-centered to remove
multicollinearity and to scale the interaction term.

bSpearman correlations are consistent with this analysis.

In sum, increases in diversity in resource sharing
across the whole costing system in terms of a reduc-
tion in the number of cost-driver links mostly results
in decreased overall error when there is measurement
or specification error on the cost drivers, albeit in a
nonmonotonic way. This nonmonotonicity reflects the
two ways in which the number of driver links can
impact costing accuracy. On the one hand, decreas-
ing the number of driver links decreases the potential
for offsetting percentage errors on those drivers. On
the other hand, decreasing the number of driver links
reduces the impact of percentage errors on those links.
In a system with very few driver links, the probability
of the percentage error occurring on a link that only
allocates costs to one cost object is very high, at which
point its impact disappears.19 The marginal estimated
means plot in panel B of Table 3 indicates the ranges
of AD over which one effect dominates the other.
Effect of Diversity in the Distribution of Cost-Driver

Links over Cost Pools. Turning to the distribution
of cost-driver links over the cost pools, we find
that higher diversity leads to increased robustness to
measurement or specification error on the cost drivers,
which is again counter to the common claim that
higher diversity leads to decreased robustness to
errors. Table 4 suggests that spreading activity drivers
more unevenly over the activity cost pools (high
AOD) results in lower overall error when com-
bined with measurement/specification error on those
activity drivers (ME-AD). When the diversity in the
spread of activity drivers over the activity cost pools
increases, it becomes more likely that the measure-
ment/specification error on the activity drivers occurs
on drivers from pools that are only providing alloca-
tions to a very limited number of cost objects (in the
limit, to only one). The impact of these errors is there-
fore smaller than when the activity drivers are more
evenly spread over all activity cost pools. In the limit,
for those cost pools that only allocate costs to one
cost object, there is no impact of a percentage error
resulting from incorrectly specifying or measuring the
driver. Untabulated results indicate the same effect in
the first stage of the costing system. Hence, the overall
trend is that, counter to common intuition, increasing
diversity in resource sharing across the whole cost-
ing system increases robustness to measurement and
specification error on the cost drivers.

5.3.2. Robustness to Measurement Error or Ag-
gregation Error on the Resource Cost Pools. Next we
look at costing systems’ robustness to measurement
error on the resource cost pools (ME-RCP) and aggre-

19 Note that in the marginal estimated means plot in panel B of
Table 3, EUCD remains bigger than zero for AD= 0. This is because
the simulated costing systems, reflecting practice, define more cost
objects than activity cost pools, resulting in some activities still
serving multiple cost objects, even when AD is at its minimum.
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Table 4 Analysis of the Distribution of Activity Drivers over Activity
Cost Pools—Measurement/Specification Error on the Activity
Driver Effects

Resource cost pools
RCP

Resource drivers

Activity drivers

ME-AD: Measurement or specification
error on activity drivers

Activity cost pools
ACP

Cost objects
CO

AOD: Distribution of activity drivers
over activity cost pools 

Panel A� Analysis of the EUCD error measure

Standardized
Source of Partial regressiona

variation F �2 coefficient �

AOD 5�626 0�461 −0�306
ME-AD 45�627 0�862 0�845
AOD ∗ME-AD 145 0�165 −0�143
R-squared 0.879 0�829

Panel B� Marginal estimated means plot of EUCD
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Panel C� Correlation analysis for the split samples

Pearsonb correlation Subsample Subsample
of EUCD with with AOD ≤ 10 with AOD ≥ 10

AOD 0�033 −0�318
ME-AD 0�918 0�842

Notes. EUCD: square root of mean squared error; AOD: variance in the
distribution of activity drivers over activity cost pools; ME-AD: measure-
ment/specification error on activity drivers. All effects reported are significant
at the 1% level.

aThe independent variables in the regression are mean-centered to remove
multicollinearity and to scale the interaction term.

bSpearman correlations are consistent with this analysis.

Table 5 Analysis of the Distribution of Activity Drivers over
Activity Cost Pools—Aggregation Error on the Activity
Cost Pools Effects

Resource cost pools
RCP

Resource drivers

Activity drivers

AE-ACP: Aggregation error on activity
cost pools

Activity cost pools
ACP

Cost objects
CO

AOD: Distribution of activity drivers
over activity cost pools 

Panel A� Analysis of the EUCD error measure

Standardized
Source of Partial regressiona

variation F �2 coefficient �

AOD 9�706 0�596 0�581
AE-ACP 14�638 0�667 0�625
AOD ∗AE-ACP 249 0�254 0�255
R-squared 0.792 0�743

Panel B� Marginal estimated means plot of EUCD
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Notes. EUCD: square root of mean squared error; AOD: variance in the distri-
bution of activity drivers over activity cost pools; AE-ACP: aggregation error
on activity cost pools. All effects reported are significant at the 1% level.

aThe independent variables in the regression are mean-centered to remove
multicollinearity and to scale the interaction term.

gation error on the (resource or activity) cost pools
(AE-RCP or AE-ACP). In contrast to the percent-
age error introduced by measurement or specification
error on the cost drivers (ME-RD and ME-AD) that we
discuss in the previous paragraphs, these errors intro-
duce an absolute error; that is, they result in the cost
pools accounting for an incorrect monetary amount.
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Effect of Diversity in the Distribution of Cost-Driver
Links over Cost Pools. Table 5 suggests that less diverse
resource consumption patterns, where cost drivers are
spread more evenly over cost pools, usually result in
increased robustness to AE-ACP. Untabulated results
confirm this relationship for AE-RCP and ME-RCP.
Thus, systems with lower ROD and AOD—that is,
systems with a similar number of cost-driver links at
each cost pool—are more robust to aggregation error
and to measurement error on the resource cost pools.
Although this finding is in line with commonly

held intuition, this is perhaps surprising given the
previous result that systems with low ROD and AOD
are more sensitive to measurement and specification
error on the drivers (ME-RD and ME-AD). This is
because the impact of a percentage error such as
ME-RD and ME-AD decreases fast when cost pools
are providing allocation to a very limited number
of cost objects, and in the limit disappears for those
cost pools and cost objects that exhibit a one-to-one
mapping. However, absolute errors such as ME-RCP,
AE-RCP, and AE-ACP fully translate through to the
cost objects they are linked to, no matter how few they
are. Indeed, a more equal spread of links over cost
pools here allows for more potential error offsetting,
and thus more robustness to these absolute errors.
Effect of the Number of Cost-Driver Links. Lastly,

the overall trend in Table 6 confirms the intuition
that higher diversity (in terms of fewer driver links)
leads to increased sensitivity to aggregation error on
the activity cost pools (AE-ACP); untabulated results
confirm qualitatively similar results for AE-RCP and
ME-RCP. We established earlier that a system with
very few driver links is very robust to the percent-
age error introduced by measurement error on those
drivers as the probability that all cost of a cost pool is
allocated to just one cost object increases, and there-
fore the impact of such error decreases (and in the
limit disappears for those cost pools/cost objects that
exhibit a one-to-one mapping). However, as Table 6
indicates, such systems are very sensitive to absolute
errors such as aggregation error (and measurement
error on the resource cost pools as suggested by unt-
abulated results). Indeed, these errors translate fully
through to the cost object level via the few links.
When the number of driver links is increased (mov-
ing to the left on the x-axis), absolute errors are no
longer fully translated through to the cost object level,
because the probability that errors originating from
the various cost pools are offsetting increases with an
increase in the number of driver links that allocate
costs to cost objects.
Note, however, that in the marginal estimated

means plot the relation between a decrease in the
number of driver links and the impact of the abso-
lute error is nonmonotonic. This reflects a trade-off

Table 6 Analysis of the Number of Activity Drivers—Aggregation Error
on the Activity Cost Pools Effects

Resource cost pools
RCP

Resource drivers

Activity drivers

AE-ACP: Aggregation error on activity
cost pools

Activity cost pools
ACP

Cost objects
CO

AD: Number of activity driver links

Panel A� Analysis of the EUCD error measure

Standardized
Source of regressiona

variation F Partial �2 coefficient �

AD 22�344 0�772 −0�648
AE-ACP 15�917 0�685 0�527
AD ∗AE-ACP 551 0�430 −0�293
R-squared 0.863 0�783

Panel B� Marginal estimated means plot of EUCD
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Panel C� Correlation analysis for the split samples

Pearsonb Subsample Subsample Subsample
correlation with with with
of EUCD with AD ≥ 40 20≤ AD≤ 40 AD≤ 20

AD −0�609 0�044 −0�379
AE-ACP 0�524 0�815 0�760

Notes. EUCD: square root of mean squared error; AD: number of activity
drivers; AE-ACP: aggregation error on activity cost pools. All effects reported
are significant at the 1% level.

aThe independent variables in the regression are mean-centered to remove
multicollinearity and to scale the interaction term.

bSpearman correlations are consistent with this analysis.
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Table 7 Summary of Results

Aspect of diversity Results on robustness, impact of error, and efficacy of High diversity rule (HDR) or
that increases As modeled by refinements in terms of increased accuracy low diversity rule (LDR)?

Diversity in the size of resource TRD↑ Robustness decreases, impact of all errors increases, so any HDR
cost pools refinements pay off more

Diversity in proportional resource RPD↑, APD↑ Robustness decreases, impact of all errors increases, HDR
consumption at each cost pool so any refinements pay off more

Diversity in resource sharing
across the whole costing system

1. Number of driver links RD↓, AD↓ Robustness to any aggregation error and measurement error on the Tend to HDR, but important
resource cost pools is nonmonotonic, but shows mostly a nonmonotonicities
decreasing trend; impact of these errors shows mostly an
increasing trend, so refinements that reduce aggregation
error and measurement error on the resource cost pools pay off
more generally

Robustness to measurement or specification error on the drivers Tend to LDR, but not
increases and impact of measurement error on the completely monotonic
so refinements that reduce measurement error on the
driver pay off less

2. Diversity of the spread of AOD↑, ROD↑ Robustness to any aggregation error and measurement error on HDR
driver links over cost pools the resource cost pools decreases and impact of these errors

increases, so refinements that reduce aggregation error and
measurement error on the resource cost pools pay off more

Robustness to measurement or specification error on the drivers LDR
increases and impact of measurement error on the drivers
decreases, so refinements that reduce measurement error
on the driver pay off less

Notes. TRD: distribution of total resources over the resource cost pools; RD: number of resource drivers; ROD: distribution of number of outgoing resource
drivers over the resource cost pools; RPD: distribution of percentages of resource allocated per outgoing set of resource drivers at each resource cost pool;
AD: number of activity drivers; AOD: distribution of number of outgoing activity drivers over the activity cost pools; APD: distribution of percentages of activity
cost allocated per outgoing set of activity drivers at each activity cost pool.

between the two effects that many driver links in a
costing system subject to absolute errors can have: an
increase in the probability of offsetting errors when
multiple links allocate costs to the same cost object,
and an increase in the impact of absolute error on cost
objects via those multiple links. For example, Table 6
suggests that usually overall accuracy is improved by
increasing the number of cost drivers AD in a system
subject to aggregation error on the activity cost pools
(AE-ACP) (moving to the left on the x-axis) due to
an increase in the probability of offsetting errors. This
effect of decreased diversity is outweighed, however,
by the impact of this aggregation error over a range
of an intermediate number of activity drivers (%AD ∈
�0�2�0�4�).20 In this range, the impact of the aggrega-
tion error translates through to a considerable set of
cost objects, but there are not enough driver links in
the system to create substantial offsetting effects.
The impact of the absolute error is at its highest

when there are only a minimum number of driver
links in the system, because it will then translate
through to the cost object, fully without any poten-
tial for offsetting. However, this is exactly the case

20 For a percent error metric (MPE= 	1/CO�
∑CO

k=1 �tck − fck�/tck) this
effect disappears and the effect of decreasing diversity caused by
increasing the number of cost drivers always outweighs.

where, as we explained earlier, there is no impact of
a percentage error such as measurement error on the
drivers. This illustrates the importance of considering
the type of costing system refinement needed (e.g.,
disaggregating cost pools versus more precise mea-
surement of the drivers) under certain diversity pat-
tern conditions. In a costing system with very few
driver links, resources spent on more precise mea-
surements such as time surveys are wasteful, whereas
such costing systems would benefit enormously from
disaggregating the list of activities. The first three
columns of Table 7 summarize the results of this sec-
tion; the last column summarizes the results of the
next section.

6. Testing the High Diversity
Rule of Thumb

ABC advocates support the high diversity rule of
thumb, which recommends focusing costing system
refinement efforts (such as the introduction of an ABC
system to reduce aggregation and specification error
or an online measurement system to reduce measure-
ment error) to cases characterized by high diversity in
resource consumption patterns (Cooper 1988, Estrin
et al. 1994, Cooper and Kaplan 1998a). The reason is
that costing system refinements are considered most
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Table 8 High Diversity Rule Test

Refer to table for Unstandardized regression Unstandardized regression
marginal estimated Diversity coefficient on error (B) in coefficient on error (B) in 99% confidence interval on
means plot parameter Error less diverse subsamplea more diverse subsamplea difference between Bs

1 TRD ME-RD 473.788 1,126.918 653�13± 36�71
[TRD≤ 50] [TRD > 50]

2 APD ME-AD 1,133.212 1,381.547 248�34± 14�34
[APD ≤ 50] [APD > 50]

3 AD ME-AD 1,367.879 915.676 −452�20± 15�79
[AD≥ 50] [AD < 50]

4 AOD ME-AD 1,329.63 942.179 −387�45± 11�30
[AOD≤ 50] [AOD > 50]

5 AOD AE-ACP 331.357 428.254 96�897± 12�850
[AOD≤ 50] [AOD > 50]

aThe cutoff value of the diversity parameter for the subsample is between square brackets.

cost effective and likely to yield the most benefits for
such cases (Horngren et al. 2005). To our knowledge,
however, the performance of this rule in identifying
cases where costing systems benefit most from reduc-
tions in aggregation, specification, and measurement
error has never been tested. In this section we iden-
tify cases where the rule holds, but more importantly,
we also identify situations where the high diver-
sity rule is detrimental to accuracy, that is, leads to
accuracy-enhancing resources being spent on cases
where there is little to gain from the refinements and
important improvement areas remaining unexplored.
Our results also suggest that there is a nonmonotonic
relation between the impact of costing system refine-
ments on overall accuracy and the degree of diversity
in the resource consumption patterns to be reflected
by the costing system. Thus, in certain circumstances,
a less diverse resource consumption pattern will ben-
efit more from reductions in the errors studied than a
more diverse pattern.
To test the performance of the high diversity rule

of thumb in identifying cases where the benefit of
costing system refinements on increased accuracy is
the highest, we split each sample in half according to
the diversity aspect under study. Next, we perform
regression analyses (as specified in §4) on both the
“high diversity” and “low diversity” subsamples and
calculate the 99% confidence interval on the difference
between the unstandardized regression coefficients on
the aggregation, specification, or measurement error
in both samples. If the regression coefficient on the
error in the high diversity subsample is significantly
higher than that in the low diversity subsample, we
can conclude that the high diversity rule correctly
identifies that resource consumption patterns that are
highly diverse in this particular aspect benefit more
from reductions in aggregation, specification, and
measurement error than the less diverse patterns. On
the other hand, when the regression coefficient on the

error in the low diversity subsample is significantly
higher than that in the high diversity subsample, we
have identified a situation where the high diversity
rule is detrimental to accuracy, because resources for
costing system refinements would be more effectively
spent on low diversity cases. Our results are summa-
rized in Table 8.
Lines 1 and 2 in Table 8 suggest that the high diver-

sity rule of thumb holds with respect to two aspects
of diversity in resource consumption patterns: differ-
ences in dollar size of the cost pools (TRD) and differ-
ences in proportional resource usage by activities and
products at a particular cost pool (APD and RPD).21

Costing system refinements pay off most in terms of
improved accuracy in cases where the resource cost
pools are very different in terms of size and when
there are large differences in the proportional resource
usage at each cost pool.
In relation to the third aspect of diversity in re-

source consumption patterns, namely, the way in
which resources are shared across activities and prod-
ucts in the whole of the costing system, we find two
important exceptions to the high diversity rule, and a
low diversity rule holds. First, line 4 in Table 8 sug-
gests that cases where cost drivers are more evenly
spread over the cost pools (low AOD and ROD) ben-
efit more from reductions in measurement error and
specification error on the cost drivers than in cases
where there is more diversity in this distribution.
The regression coefficient on ME-AD is significantly
higher in the low diversity subsample than in the high
diversity subsample. These measurement and specifi-
cation improvements will have an impact on a larger
number of cost objects under a less diverse pattern of
resource sharing among activities and products.

21 Note again that these tables are representative for all combina-
tions of an error with TRD and APD/RPD, so the high diversity
rule of thumb result for these aspects of diversity generalizes across
all aggregation, measurement, and specification errors.
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Second, line 3 in Table 8 suggests that systems with
many cost drivers (and hence that are likely to have
lower diversity in resource consumption patterns as
resources are shared among more activities and prod-
ucts) benefit more from reductions in measurement
and specification error on the cost driver than more
diverse systems with few cost drivers. The impact
of errors in the measurement of the allocation bases
and of wrongly specifying the drivers is greater when
there are more drivers in the costing system. Together,
lines 3 and 4 in Table 8 provide strong counterev-
idence against the use of the high diversity rule
when considering costing system refinements that
reduce measurement or specification error on the cost
drivers, as a low diversity rule seems to hold.
Additionally, we find weak counterevidence against

the high diversity rule, suggesting that the impact of
aggregation and measurement error on the resource
cost pools exhibits a nonmonotonic relation to in-
creases in diversity in the way resources are shared
among activities and products in the costing sys-
tem, as modeled by AD and RD. Table 6, which
presents our results on the relation between aggre-
gation error on the activity cost pools (AE-ACP) and
the number of activity drivers (AD), is representative
of further untabulated results. The plot in this table
provides counterexamples where a less diverse sys-
tem will benefit more from a reduction in the errors
than a more diverse system. Although overall the
high diversity rule holds for this sample (in that the
impact of AE-ACP is higher for the subsample with
AD ≤ 50 than for the subsample with AD > 50), the
unstandardized regression coefficient on AE-ACP for
the subsample where 30 ≤ AD ≤ 40 is significantly
greater than that for the more diverse subsample with
AD= 20. This means that the less diverse subsam-
ple with AD = 20 benefits more from reductions in
aggregation error than the specific more diverse sub-
sample with 30≤AD≤ 40. There is not a monotonic
increase in the impact of aggregation error with an
increase in diversity in resource consumption patterns
as reflected by a lower number of cost drivers.

7. Conclusions
When decisions are made on the basis of reported
product cost, even modest distortions in product cost
may create significant distortions in decision making.
However, costing systems are unlikely to be error free.
Because firms’ resources to enhance costing accuracy
are typically constrained, they should be used where
they are expected to be most effective. This paper
provides guidance on how to (1) assess costing sys-
tem quality, (2) improve costing system robustness
to unwanted errors, and (3) identify situations where
costing system refinement efforts (such as introduc-
ing an ABC system intended to better reflect causal

relationships) are likely to pay off most in terms of
increased accuracy.
Academic and practitioner literature hypothesize

that more diversity in resource consumption pat-
terns may lead to increased costing system sensitiv-
ity to errors. We model various aspects and degrees
of diversity in the resource consumption patterns to
be reflected by the costing system design, specifi-
cally: (1) differences in the way in which resources
are shared across activities and products in the whole
of the costing system, (2) differences in proportional
resource usage by activities and products at a partic-
ular cost pool, and (3) differences in the dollar size
of different cost pools. We study the impact of each
of these diversity indicators on costing system robust-
ness to aggregation, specification, and measurement
errors using a simulation method. In doing so, we
provide guidance for assessing whether a costing sys-
tem exhibits characteristics that are likely to make it
more or less robust to these errors, and in turn for
improving costing system robustness.
We find that for two aspects of diversity in resource

consumption patterns, the intuition that increased
diversity leads to decreased robustness to errors
holds. In particular, decreasing diversity in the dollar
amount of the resource cost pools and in the propor-
tional resource consumption by cost drivers at each
cost pool increases robustness to errors. When all
resource cost pools are of equal dollar magnitude and
when the percentages allocated by cost drivers at cost
pools are equal, costing systems are more robust to
aggregation, specification, and measurement error.
In contrast, decreasing diversity in the sharing of

resources across the whole of the costing system
(which is arguably the most important aspect of diver-
sity) does not generally lead to increased costing sys-
tem robustness to errors. Robustness to measurement
and specification error on the drivers tends to increase
by decreasing the number of driver links and spread-
ing the driver links out more unevenly over the cost
pools. These percentage errors on the driver links
have a smaller impact in systems with few driver
links or with driver links more unevenly spread over
cost pools as the probability that the error occurs on
a link to only one cost object increases. In the limit,
there is no impact of a percentage error on cost pools
and cost objects that exhibit a one-to-one mapping.
Also, robustness to the absolute errors of aggrega-
tion error and measurement error on the resource-
cost pools does not decrease monotonically with a
reduction in the number of driver links. This reflects
a trade-off between the two effects that many driver
links in a costing system can have, namely, an increase
in the probability of offsetting errors when multiple
links allocate costs to the same cost object and an
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increase in the impact of an absolute error on cost
objects via those multiple links.
Further, we test the performance of the high diver-

sity rule of thumb, which posits that costing system
refinements should be focused on situations where
there is high diversity in resource consumption pat-
terns. Our results suggest that the high diversity
rule of thumb holds with respect to diversity in
the dollar size of resource cost pools and diversity
in the proportional resource consumption by cost
drivers at each cost pool, because diversity in these
resource consumption situations benefits from reduc-
tions in aggregation, specification, and measurement
error. However, we find that the rule does not hold
with respect to diversity in resource consumption pat-
terns in terms of the sharing of resources across the
whole of the costing system. Specifically, we identify
cases where less diverse resource consumption pat-
terns benefit more from reductions in measurement
and specification error on the cost driver, indicating
that in these cases a low diversity rule holds. Further,
we find that the impact of aggregation error and mea-
surement error on the resource cost pools is nonmono-
tonic with diversity in the sharing of resources across
the whole of the costing system. This means that there
also exist counterexamples to the high diversity rule
of thumb whereby a less diverse system will benefit
more from a reduction in these errors than a more
diverse system.

8. Electronic Companion
An electronic companion to this paper is available as
part of the online version that can be found at http://
mansci.journal.informs.org/.
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